DESIGN PHASE FOR

www.pettoothvet.com

BY JIM REYNOLDS
**LEGEND:**

- this is a page with some content and global/local navigation
- this is a page that will serve as a hub for local navigation
- this will likely be the same regardless of referring page
- these will be separate pages as well as having bits of the content in a column on pages throughout the site
- these will be linked to from the front page
WIREFRAME: HOME PAGE

Welcome info

Pet Owners: click here for information about the services Dr. Hoffman offers and to find out what you can do for your pet at home

Show Breeders: click here for information on what Dr. Hoffman can do for your pedigree pets

DVM's: click here for information on bringing Dr. Hoffman to your practice or a consultation or in-house seminar

For other resources on veterinary dentistry, click here